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The energy of a graph is the sum of the absolute values of the
eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix. Let T(k) be the set of trees with
given order k. Suppose that T ∈ T(k) and {v1, v2, . . . , vk} be the or-
dering vertex set of T . We denote by T(n1, n2, . . . , nk) the graph ob-
tained by attaching ni pendent vertices to vertex vi (i = 1, 2, . . . , k)
of T respectively. Let T(n, k) = {T(n1, n2, . . . , nk)|T ∈ T(k), n1 +
n2 + · · · + nk = n − k, ni  1, i = 1, 2, . . . , k}. In this paper, we
determine the trees in T(n, k) with the first and the second min-
imal energies. As applications, we can characterize the trees with
the first and the second minimal energies among the set of trees
with given domination number, matching number, independence
number respectively.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be a simple undirected graph with n vertices and A(G) be its adjacency matrix. Let
λ1, λ2, . . . , λn be the eigenvalues of A(G), then the energy of G, denoted by E(G), is defined as
E(G) = ∑ni=1 |λi| (see [4,5]). In theoretical chemistry, the energy of a givenmolecular graph is related
to the total π-electron energy of the molecule represented by that graph. Consequently the graph en-
ergy has some specific chemistry interests and has been extensively studied [4–29]. One of the graph
classes that has been quite thoroughly studied is the class of all trees [9–21]. A number of results
concerning the extremal energies of various families of trees have been obtained: trees with given
domination number [9,10]; trees with given number of pendent vertices [7,14,15]; trees with given
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Fig. 1. Some trees of order n.
diameter [16,17]; trees with perfect matchings [18–20,22–24]; trees with given matching number
[21].
The characteristic polynomial det(xI−A(G)) of the adjacencymatrix A(G) of a graphG is also called
the characteristic polynomial of G, denoted by φ(G, x). Let m(G, k) be the number of k-matchings of
G. It is well known [3] that if G is a forest (acyclic graph), then we have:
φ(G, x) =
n/2∑
k=0
(−1)km(G, k)xn−2k.
For a forest T with n vertices, its energy can be expressed by the following Coulson integral formula
[5]:
E(T) = 2
π
∫ +∞
0
1
x2
log
⎡
⎣n/2∑
i=0
m(T, k)x2k
⎤
⎦ dx. (1)
The fact that E(T) is a strictly monotonically function of all the matching numbers m(T, k) (k =
0, 1, . . . ,  n
2
) is an obvious consequence of the formula (1). This in turn provides a way of comparing
the energies of a pair of forests. That is, the method of the quasi-ordering relation "  " defined by
Gutman [5] on the set of all forests of order n as follows:
Definition 1.1. Let T1 and T2 be two forests of order n. Ifm(T1, k)  m(T2, k) for all k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n2,
then we write T1  T2.
Furthermore, if T1  T2 and there exists at least one index j such that m(T1, j) < m(T2, j), then
we write that T1 ≺ T2. If m(T1, k) = m(T2, k) for all k, we write T1 ∼ T2. According to the Coulson
integral formula (1), we have for two forests T1 and T2 of order n that
T1  T2 ⇒ E(T1)  E(T2),
T1 ≺ T2 ⇒ E(T1) < E(T2).
As usual, we begin with some notations and terminologies.
Let G = (V, E) be simple undirected graph. For a vertex v ∈ V , we denote by dG(v) the degree of
v in G. We always denote by Pn and Sn the path graph and the star graph with n vertices respectively.
A pendent vertex of G is a vertex of degree 1. A pendent path is a path whose inner vertices all have
degree 2 and one of its endpoints is a pendent vertex. If G1 and G2 are isomorphic, then we denote it
by G1 = G2.
A subset S of V is called a dominating set of G if for every v ∈ V \ S, there exists a vertex u ∈ S
such that v is adjacent to u. The domination number of graph G, denoted by γ (G), is defined as the
minimum cardinality of dominating sets of G. For a connected graph G of order n, Ore [3] obtained that
γ (G)  n
2
. For the undefined notations and terminology, the readers are referred to [2].
Let A(n, γ ) be the set of trees of order n and with given domination number γ . We denote by Fn,k
the graph obtained by attaching n− 2k+ 1 pendent vertices to the center of the star Sk and a pendent
vertex to all other vertices (see Fig. 1). In [9,10], the authors obtained the following results:
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Theorem 1.1 [9,10]. For any tree T ∈ A(n, γ ), we have
E(T)  2γ − 4 + 2
√
n − γ + 1 + 2
√
n − 2γ + 1.
Equality holds if and only if T = Fn,γ .
In this paper,we use an alternatemethod to extend the above result. Let T(k) be the set of treeswith
given order k. Suppose that T ∈ T(k) and {v1, v2, . . . , vk} be the ordering vertex set of T .We denote by
T(n1, n2, . . . , nk) the graph obtained by attaching ni pendent vertices to vertex vi (i = 1, 2, . . . , k)
of T respectively. Let T(n, k) = {T(n1, n2, . . . , nk)|T ∈ T(k), n1 + n2 + · · · + nk = n − k, ni 
1, i = 1, 2, . . . , k}. In this paper, we determine the trees in T(n, k) with the first and the second
minimal energies in Section 2. As their applications, we can characterize the trees with the first
and the second minimal energies among the set of trees with given domination number in Sec-
tion 3, with given matching number in Section 4, with given independence number in Section 5,
respectively.
2. Minimal energies on a class of trees
Let T(n, k) be the set of trees of order n as defined in Section 1. In this section, we will determine
the trees in T(n, k)with the first minimal and second minimal energies. In what follows, we take two
steps to consider the problem: (i) k  3, (ii) k  4.
When k = 1, T(n, 1) = {Sn}. There is noting to prove. Next, we assume k  2.
Let G be a graph with u, v ∈ V(G). We denote by Gu,v(a, b) the graph obtained by attaching a
pendent vertices to vertex u and b pendent vertices to vertex v. Two vertices u, v of G are called
equivalent if the subgraphs G − u and G − v are two isomorphic ones.
First we quote the following lemma which is used to characterize the trees with the first and the
second minimal energies in T(n, 2) and T(n, 3).
Lemma 2.1 [8]. Let u, v be two vertices of graph G. If u, v are equivalent, then Gu,v(0, n) ≺ Gu,v(1, n−
1) ≺ · · · ≺ Gu,v( n2, 
 n2).
Let Pk = v1v2 · · · vk be a path of length k− 1. We denote by Pk(n1, n2, . . . , nk) the graph obtained
by attaching ni pendent vertices to vertex vi (i = 1, . . . , k) of Pk respectively.
When k = 2, we have T = P2 = v1v2. Then T(n, 2) = {P2(n1, n2)|n1 + n2 = n − 2, n1, n2  1}.
Since v1 , v2 are equivalent in P2, we can easily obtain the following result by Lemma 2.1.
Corollary 2.1. Let n  6. Then P2(1, n − 3) ≺ P2(2, n − 4) ≺ · · · ≺ P2( n−22 , 
 n−22 ).
The following lemma is the main method which is used to compare the quasi-ordering relation of
two trees.
Lemma 2.2 [7]. Let uv (respectively, u′v′) be an edge of a tree T (respectively, T ′). Suppose that T − uv 
T ′ − u′v′ and T − u− v  T ′ − u′ − v′, then T  T ′,with T ∼ T ′ if and only if both T − uv ∼ T ′ − u′v′
and T − u − v ∼ T ′ − u′ − v′ hold.
When k = 3, we have T = P3 = v1v2v3. Then T(n, 3) = {P3(n1, n2, n3)|n1 + n2 + n3 =
n − 3, n1, n2, n3  1}.
Corollary 2.2. Let n1 + n2 + n3 = n − 3 where n  7 and n1, n2, n3  1. If P3(n1, n2, n3) =
P3(1, n − 5, 1), P3(1, 1, n − 5), then P3(1, n − 5, 1) ≺ P3(1, 1, n − 5) ≺ P3(n1, n2, n3).
Proof. Firstwe prove P3(1, 1, n−5) ≺ P3(n1, n2, n3).Without loss of generality, we assume n1  n3.
We consider the following two cases.
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Case 1: n2 = 1.
Since P3(n1, n2, n3) = P3(1, 1, n − 5), we have n1  2.
By Lemma 2.1, P3(1, 1, n − 5) ≺ P3(n1, n2, n3).
Case 2: n2  2.
By Lemma 2,1, we have P3(n1, n2, n3)  P3(1, n2, n1 + n3 − 1).
Let uv1 be a pendent edge with a pendent vertex u in P3(1, 1, n − 5) and wv1 be a pendent edge
with a pendent vertex w in P3(1, n2, n1 + n3 − 1).
Then
P3(1, 1, n − 5) − u = P2(2, n − 5),
P3(1, n2, n1 + n3 − 1) − w = P2(n2 + 1, n1 + n3 − 1).
By Lemma 2.1, P3(1, 1, n − 5) − u ≺ P3(1, n2, n1 + n3 − 1) − w.
Moreover
P3(1, 1, n − 5) − u − v1 = P2(1, n − 5),
P3(1, n2, n1 + n3 − 1) − w − v1 = P2(n2, n1 + n3 − 1).
By Lemma 2.1, P3(1, 1, n − 5) − u − v1 ≺ P3(1, n2, n1 + n3 − 1) − w − v1.
By Lemma 2.2, P3(1, 1, n − 5) ≺ P3(1, n2, n1 + n3 − 1).
Thus, P3(1, 1, n − 5) ≺ P3(n1, n2, n3).
Using the same method as proving P3(1, 1, n − 5) ≺ P3(1, n2, n1 + n3 − 1), we can easily obtain
P3(1, n − 5, 1) ≺ P3(1, 1, n − 5). 
To conclude, the trees in T(n, 2) (respectively, T(n, 3)) with the first and the secondminimal ener-
gies are P2(1, n − 3) and P2(2, n − 4) (respectively, P3(1, n − 5, 1) and P3(1, 1, n − 5)).
Next, we consider k  4. Before obtaining the main results in this section, we first quote the
following lemma and prove some basic results which are used to obtain the main results in Lemmas
2.7 and 2.8.
Let G be a simple graph. For a given positive integer p, we denote by G(p) the graph obtained by
attaching p pendent vertices to every vertex of G. It is well known that Sk and Pk are the trees with the
minimal and maximal energies in T(k). When G is a tree, Xu [10] obtain the following result:
Lemma 2.3 [10]. Let T be a tree of order k  2. Then S(p)k  T(p)  P(p)k . The left equality holds and only
if T = Sk, and the right equality holds if and only if T = Pk.
We denote by Rk the graph obtained by attaching a pendent path of length 2 to the center of Sk−2.
As we know, Rk is the tree with the secondminimal energy in T(k) (see [6]). In order to prove Lemmas
2.7 and 2.8, we first extend the results in Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.4. Let T be a tree of order k  4. If T = Sk, Rk, then S(p)k ≺ R(p)k ≺ T(p).
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, we only need to prove R
(p)
k ≺ T(p).
We prove the result by induction on k.
If k = 4, then T = S4 or P4. The result holds.
In what follows, we assume k  5.
Since T is a tree, there exists a pendent edge u′v′ with a pendent vertex u′ in T . Let uv be a pendent
edge with a pendent vertex u in Rk satisfying that dRk(v) = k − 2. Note that u′v′ and uv are cut edges
in T(p) and R
(p)
k respectively.
Since T = Sk, Rk, we have T − u′ = Sk−1. By induction, we have R(p)k−1  [T − u](p).
Furthermore
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R
(p)
k − uv = R(p)k−1 ∪ Sp+1,
T(p) − u′v′ = [T − u](p) ∪ Sp+1.
Then
R
(p)
k − uv  T(p) − u′v′.
Next
R
(p)
k − u − v = (k − 4)Sp+1 ∪ P(p)2 ∪ 2p P1.
Since T = Sk, Rk , we have (k−4)Sp+1∪P(p)2 ∪2p P1 is a proper spanning subgraph of T(p)−u′ −v′.
Then R
(p)
k − u − v ≺ T(p) − u′ − v′.
By Lemma 2.2, R
(p)
k ≺ T(p). 
We denote by Bn,k the graph obtained by attaching n − 2k + 1 pendent vertices to the vertex of
degree k − 2 of Rk and a pendent vertex to all other vertices (see Fig. 1).
We denote by Ln,k the graph obtained by attaching n− 2k pendent vertices to the center of the star
Sk , two pendent vertices to a pendent vertex of Sk and a pendent vertex to all other vertices (see Fig.
1).
Clearly, Fn,k, Bn,k, Ln,k ∈ T(n, k).
The following two lemmas prove that Bn,k ≺ Ln,k which is used in Lemma 2.7 to determine the
trees in T(n, k) with the first minimal and the second minimal energies.
Lemma 2.5. If k  4, then B2k+1,k ≺ L2k+1,k.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on k.
When k = 4, we can easily obtain the characteristic polynomials of the graphs B9,4 and L9,4 as
follows:
φ(B9,4) = x9 − 8x7 + 17x5 − 11x3 + 2x,
φ(L9,4) = x9 − 8x7 + 17x5 − 12x3 + 2x.
Then B9,4 ≺ L9,4.
In the following, we assume k  5.
Let v1w1 be a cut edge of the graph B2k+1,k and v2w2 be a cut edge of the graph L2k+1,k (see Fig. 1,
n = 2k + 1).
Then
B2k+1,k − v1w1 = B2k−1,k−1 ∪ P2,
L2k+1,k − v2w2 = L2k−1,k−1 ∪ P2.
By induction, B2k+1,k − v1w1 ≺ L2k+1,k − v2w2.
Furthermore
B2k+1,k − v1 − w1 = (k − 4)P2 ∪ P4 ∪ 3P1,
L2k+1,k − v2 − w2 = (k − 3)P2 ∪ P3 ∪ 2P1.
Since P1 ∪ P4 ≺ P2 ∪ P3, we have B2k+1,k − v1w1 ≺ L2k+1,k − v2w2.
By Lemma 2.2, we have B2k+1,k ≺ L2k+1,k . 
Lemma 2.6. Let n  2k + 1 and k  4. Then Bn,k ≺ Ln,k.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on n.
When n = 2k + 1, by Lemma 2.5, the result holds.
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In what follows, we assume n > 2k + 1.
Let u1v1 be a pendent edge with a pendent vertex u1 of the graph Bn,k and u2v2 be a pendent edge
with a pendent vertex u2 of the graph Ln,k (see Fig. 1).
Next
Bn,k − u1 = Bn−1,k,
Ln,k − u2 = Ln−1,k.
By induction, Bn,k − u1 ≺ Ln,k − u2.
Furthermore
Bn,k − u1 − v1 = (k − 3)P2 ∪ P4 ∪ (n − 2k)P1,
Ln,k − u2 − v2 = (k − 2)P2 ∪ P3 ∪ (n − 2k − 1)P1.
Since P1 ∪ P4 ≺ P2 ∪ P3, we have Bn,k − u1 − v1 ≺ Ln,k − u2 − v2.
By Lemma 2.2, we have Bn,k ≺ Ln,k. 
Now we are ready to prove the main results in this section.
Lemma 2.7. Let n  2k and k  4. If Tn,k ∈ T(n, k) and Tn,k = Fn,k, Bn,k, then Bn,k ≺ Tn,k.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on n.
Let Tn,k be of the form T(n1, n2, . . . , nk) where n1 + n2 + · · · + nk = n − k and ni  1 for all i.
When n = 2k, we have n1 + n2 + · · · + nk = n − k = 2k − k = k.
Since ni  1 (i = 1, . . . , k), we have n1 = n2 = · · · = nk = 1. Then T2k,k = T(1).
Furthermore, F2k,k = S(1)k , B2k,k = R(1)k .
By Lemma 2.4, B2k,k = R(1)k ≺ T(1) = T2k,k . The result holds.
Next, we assume n  2k + 1.
Since n1+n2+· · ·+nk = n−k  k+1 and ni  1 (i = 1, . . . , k), there exists some ni satisfying
ni  2. Without loss of generality, we assume ni  2. Let vi be the vertex in Tn,k which has ni pendent
vertices. Let xivi be a pendent edge with a pendent vertex xi in Tn,k . In what follows, we consider two
cases.
Case 1: Tn,k − xi = Fn−1,k .
Since Tn,k = Fn,k, we have Tn,k = Ln,k.
By Lemma 2.6, Bn,k ≺ Tn,k .
Case 2: Tn,k − xi = Fn−1,k.
Let u1v1 be a pendent edge with a pendent vertex u1 in Bn,k (see Fig. 1).
Then Bn,k − u1 = Bn−1,k .
By induction, we have Bn,k − u1  Tn,k − xi.
Furthermore
Bn,k − u1 − v1 = (k − 3)P2 ∪ P4 ∪ (n − 2k)P1.
Since Tn,k = Fn,k, Bn,k, we have (k − 3)P2 ∪ P4 ∪ (n − 2k)P1 is a proper spanning subgraph of
Tn,k − xi − vi.
Then Bn,k − u1 − v1 ≺ Tn,k − xi − vi.
By Lemma 2.2, Bn,k ≺ Tn,k . 
Lemma 2.8. Let n  2k and k  4. Then Fn,k ≺ Bn,k.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on n.
When n = 2k, we have F2k,k = S(1)k and B2k,k = R(1)k .
By Lemma 2.4, F2k,k = S(1)k ≺ R(1)k = B2k,k . The result holds.
In what follows, we assume n  2k + 1.
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Let u0v0 be a pendent edge with a pendent vertex u0 in Fn,k and u1v1 be a pendent edge with a
pendent vertex u1 in Bn,k (see Fig. 1).
Then
Fn,k − u0 = Fn−1,k,
Bn,k − u1 = Bn−1,k.
By Induction, Fn,k − u0 ≺ Bn,k − u1.
Moreover
Fn,k − u0 − v0 = (k − 1)P2 ∪ (n − 2k)P1,
Bn,k − u1 − v1 = (k − 3)P2 ∪ P4 ∪ (n − 2k)P1.
Then Fn,k − u0 − v0 ≺ Bn,k − u1 − v1.
By Lemma 2.2, Fn,k ≺ Bn,k. 
Note that P3(1, n − 5, 1) = Fn,3 and P3(1, 1, n − 5) = Bn,3. According to Corollary 2.2, Lemmas
2.7 and 2.8, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let n  2k where n  7 and k  3. The trees with the first minimal and the second
minimal energies in T(n, k) are Fn,k and Bn,k.
According to Theorem 1.1, Corollary 2.1, Theorem 2.1, we can easily obtain the following result.
Corollary 2.3. Let n  2k. For any tree T ∈ T(n, k), we have
E(T)  2k − 4 + 2
√
n − k + 1 + 2√n − 2k + 1.
Equality holds if and only if T = Fn,k.
3. Minimal energies of trees with given domination number
Let G = (V, E) be a simple connected graph. Let S be subset of V . Let [S] be the subgraph of G
induced by S. A subset S of V is called a connected dominating set of G if S is a dominating set of G and
[S] is connected. The connected domination number of graph G, denoted by γc(G), is defined as the
minimum cardinality of connected dominating sets of G. Since a connected dominating set of G is also
a dominating set of G, γ (G)  γc(G).
Let A(n, γ ) be the set of trees of order n and with given domination number γ . Let A1(n, γ ) ={T|T ∈ A(n, γ ), γc(T) = γ } and A2(n, γ ) = {T|T ∈ A(n, γ ), γc(T) > γ }. Clearly, A(n, γ ) =
A1(n, γ ) ∪ A2(n, γ ).
We denote byMn,k the graph obtained by attaching n − 2k pendent edges to the center of the star
Sk , a pendent path of length 2 to a pendent vertex of Sk and a pendent edge to all other vertices (see
Fig. 1).
In this section, we first prove that A1(n, γ ) = T(n, γ ). By applying the results in Section 2, we can
know the trees in A1(n, γ ) with the first minimal and the second minimal energies are Fn,γ and Bn,γ
(γ  3). Then we prove that the tree in A2(n, γ ) with the minimal energy is Mn,γ . Furthermore, we
prove that Bn,γ ≺ Mn,γ .
Lemma 3.1. Let γ  2. Then A1(n, γ ) = T(n, γ ).
Proof. ∀ T ∈ A1(n, γ ). Then γc(T) = γ (T) = γ . Let S = {v1, v2, . . . , vγ } be a connected dominating
set of T . Since T is a tree, [S] is a tree of order γ . Let ni be the number of pendent vertices which are
adjacent to vertex vi (i = 1, 2, . . . , γ ) in T respectively. Next, we prove ni  1 (i = 1, 2, . . . , γ ).
If there exists some ni = 0, then S′ = {v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vγ } is a dominating set of T .
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Fig. 2. Two trees for e.g.t. in Lemma 3.2.
Since |S′| = γ − 1, we have γ (T) < γ . A contradiction.
Then we have T ∈ T(n, γ ). That is, A1(n, γ ) ⊆ T(n, γ ).∀ T ∈ T(n, γ ). Clearly, γc(T) = γ (T) = γ . Then T ∈ A1(n, γ ).
That is, T(n, γ ) ⊆ A1(n, γ ).
Finally, A1(n, γ ) = T(n, γ ). 
Next, we determine the tree in A2(n, γ ) (γ  2) with the minimal energy. Before this, we quote
the following edge operation which is used in Lemmas 3.3 and 4.2.
Let T be a tree of order n  4 and uv be a nonpendent edge. Assume that T − uv = T1 ∪ T2 with
u ∈ V(T1) and v ∈ V(T2). Now we construct a new tree T0 obtained by identifying vertex u with
vertex v and attaching a pendent vertex to vertex u(= v) (see Fig. 2). Then we say that T0 is obtained
by running edge-growing transformation of T on edge uv (see [11]), or e.g.t. of T on edge uv for short.
Lemma 3.2 [11]. Let T be a tree of order n  4 and uv be nonpendent edge of T. If T0 is a tree obtained
from T by running one step of e.g.t. on edge uv, then T0 ≺ T.
Let Pk(a, b) be a tree obtained by attaching a and b pendent vertices to the two endpoints of Pk .
Let u, v be two vertices of a connected graph G. We denote by dG(u, v) the distance between u and
v in G.
Lemma 3.3. Let n  5. For any tree T ∈ A2(n, 2), we have T  Mn,2. Equality holds if and only if
T = Mn,2.
Proof. Let S = {v1, v2} be a dominating set of T . Then dT (v1, v2)  3.
Since γc(T) > γ = 2, we have dT (v1, v2)  2.
We consider the following two cases.
Case 1: dT (v1, v2) = 2.
Then T must be of the form P3(a, b) with a + b = n − 3 and a, b  1.
By Lemma 2.1, T  P3(1, n − 4) = Mn,2. Equality holds if and only if T = Mn,2.
Case 2: dT (v1, v2) = 3.
Then T must be of the form P4(a, b) with a + b = n − 4 and a, b  1.
By Lemma 3.2, P4(a, b)  P3(c, d) with c + d = n − 3 and c, d  1.
According to Case 1, T  Mn,2. 
We denote by p(T) the set of all pendent vertices of a tree T . Let γ (T) = γ and S be a dominating
set of T with cardinality γ . If S ∩ p(T) = ∅, then there exists a pendent vertex u ∈ S. Let v be the
unique vertex adjacent to u in T . Then (S−{u})∪{v} is a dominating set of T and |(S−{u})∪{v}| = γ .
By doing some steps as above, we can obtain a dominating set S′ of T satisfying S′ ∩ p(T) = ∅ and
|S′| = γ . Without loss of generality, we can assume S ∩ p(T) = ∅ in what follows. Then we can easily
obtain the following lemma which is used in Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.4 [9]. Let u ∈ p(T) and γ (T) = γ . Then γ (T − u) = γ − 1 or γ .
Lemma 3.5. Let n  5 and γ  2. For any tree T ∈ A2(n, γ ), we have T  Mn,γ . Equality holds if and
only if T = Mn,γ .
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Proof. The proof is induction on γ .
When γ = 2, by Lemma 3.3, the result holds.
We assume that the assertion holds for trees with domination number less than γ .
In what follows, we assume T = Mn,γ , then prove T  Mn,γ .
Let Pl = v1v2 · · · vl be one of the longest paths in T . Then v1, vl are two pendent vertices of T . By
Lemma 3.4, we have γ (T − v1) = γ − 1 or γ . We consider the following cases.
Case 1: γ (T − v1) = γ − 1.
If dT (v2) > 2, then there exists another pendent vertex adjacent to v2.
Then γ (T − v1) = γ . A contradiction.
Thus P3 = v1v2v3 is a pendent path of length 2 of T .
If γ (T − v1 − v2) = γ − 2, then γ (T) = γ − 1. A contradiction.
By Lemma 3.4, we have γ (T − v1 − v2) = γ − 1.
Next we consider to prove that γc(T − v1) > γ − 1 and γc(T − v1 − v2) > γ − 1.
If γc(T − v1) = γ (T − v1) = γ − 1, then T − v1 ∈ A1(n − 1, γ − 1).
By Lemma 3.1, we have T − v1 ∈ T(n − 1, γ − 1).
Consequently T − v1 must be a form of T(n1, n2, . . . , nγ−1)where ni  1(i = 1, . . . , γ − 1).
Then we have γc(T) = γ . A contradiction.
Thus we have γc(T − v1) > γ − 1.
By a similar reasoning as above, we can obtain γc(T − v1 − v2) > γ − 1.
Then T − v1 ∈ A2(n − 1, γ − 1) and T − v1 − v2 ∈ A2(n − 2, γ − 1).
Let t3w3 be a pendent edge with a pendent vertex t3 inMn,γ (see Fig. 1, k = γ ).
Then
Mn,γ − t3 = Mn−1,γ−1,
Mn,γ − t3 − w3 = Mn−2,γ−1.
By induction, T − v1  Mn,γ − t3 and T − v1 − v2  Mn,γ − t3 − w3.
Since T = Mn,γ , we have T  Mn,γ by Lemma 2.2.
Case 2: γ (T − v1) = γ .
If γ (T − v1 − v2) = γ , then γ (T) = γ + 1. A contradiction.
If γ (T − v1 − v2) < γ − 1, then γ (T) < γ . A contradiction.
Then γ (T − v1 − v2) = γ − 1.
Let x3y3 be a pendent edge with a pendent vertex x3 inMn,γ (see Fig. 1, k = γ ).
Then
Mn,γ − x3 = Mn−1,γ ,
Mn.γ − x3 − y3 = Mn−2,γ−1.
By Theorem 1.1, we have T − v1  Mn,γ − x3 and T − v1 − v2  Mn.γ − x3 − y3.
Since T = Mn,γ , we have T  Mn,γ by Lemma 2.2. 
Furthermore we are ready to prove Bn,γ ≺ Mn,γ (γ  3).
Lemma 3.6. Let γ  3. Then Bn,γ ≺ Mn,γ .
Proof. Let x1y1 be a cut edge in Bn,γ and y3z3 be a cut edge inMn,γ (see Fig. 1, k = γ ).
Then
Bn,γ − x1y1 = Fn−2,γ−1 ∪ P2 = Mn,γ − y3z3.
Next
Bn,γ − x1 − y1 = 2P1 ∪ Fn−4,γ−2,
Mn,γ − y3 − z3 = P1 ∪ Fn−3,γ−1.
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Since 2P1 ∪ Fn−4,γ−2 is a proper spanning subgraph of P1 ∪ Fn−3,γ−1, we have Bn,γ − x1 − y1 ≺
Mn,γ − y3 − z3.
By Lemma 2.2, we have Bn,γ ≺ Mn,γ . 
By Lemma 2.2, we can easily obtain that P2(2, n − 4) ≺ Mn,2 (n  6).
According to Lemmas 3.1, 3.5, 3.6, we can easily obtain the following results.
Corollary 3.1. Let n  6 and γ = 2. Then the trees with the first minimal and the second minimal
energies in A(n, 2) are P2(1, n − 3) and P2(2, n − 4).
Theorem3.1. Let n  7 and γ  3. Then the treeswith the firstminimal and the secondminimal energies
in A(n, γ ) are Fn,γ and Bn,γ .
4. Minimal energies of trees with given matching number
A matching of G is a set of mutually non-incident edges. k-matching is a matching of order k. The
matching number of a graph G, denoted by β(G), is the cardinality of a maximum matching of G. Let
B(n, β) be the set of trees of order n and with given matching number β .
In this section, we show that the trees in B(n, β) with the first minimal and the second minimal
energies are Fn,β and Bn,β (see Fig. 1, k = β). Note that in [21], the similar results are obtained. Here
we present a short proof by applying the results in Section 3. When n = 2β (i.e., trees with a perfect
matching), Zhang and Li [18] showed that the trees in B(2β, β)with the first minimal and the second
minimal energies are F2β,β and B2β,β . In what follows, we assume n  2β + 1. We first quote the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.1 [9]. Let G be a bipartite graph without isolated vertex. Then γ (G)  β(G).
In order to determine the trees in B(n, β)with the first minimal and the second minimal energies,
we only need to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let n  2β + 1 and β  2. If T0 ∈ B(n, β) \ {Fn,β} has the minimal energy, then
β(T0) = γ (T0) = β .
Proof. ByLemma4.1, it suffices toprove thatβ(T0)  γ (T0). Otherwise,wehaveβ = β(T0) > γ (T0).
LetM = {v1u1, v2u2, . . . , vβuβ} be a matching of T0 with cardinality β .
Let γ (T0) = γ and S be a dominating set of T0 where |S| = γ and S ∩ p(T0) = ∅.
Since β > γ , there must exists an edge of E, say uivi ,where ui, vi ∈ S.
If the two vertices ui, vi are dominated by the same vertex w ∈ S, then C3 = uiviw occurs in T0. A
contradiction.
In what follows, we assume the two vertices ui, vi be dominated by two different vertices from S.
Let the two vertices ui and vi be dominated by w1 and w2 respectively.
Let T1 be a new tree obtained by running e.g.t. of T0 on edge uivi (see Fig. 3).
v v v v v v
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v
w w w
w
u u u u u u
β
β
β
β
1
1
1 1
1
1
22
2
2
2
2
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i
i
i
TT 10
=u i
e.g.t.
Fig. 3. The structures of two trees in Lemma 4.2.
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Consequently T1 has a β-matching. If β(T1) > β , then β(T0) > β . A contradiction.
Then β(T1) = β .
Since ui, vi ∈ S and S ∩ p(T0) = ∅, there are no pendent vertices which are adjacent to vi or ui in
T0. Thus there exists only one pendent vertex adjacent to vi = ui in T1.
If T1 = Fn,β , then we have n = 2β . A contradiction.
Then T1 ∈ B(n, β) \ {Fn,β}.
By Lemma 3.2, T1 ≺ T0. A contradiction.
Thus β(T0) = γ (T0) = β . 
According to Corollary 3.1, Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.2, we can easily obtain the following results.
Corollary 4.1. Let n  6 andβ = 2. Then the treeswith the firstminimal and the secondminimal energies
in B(n, 2) are P2(1, n − 3) and P2(2, n − 4).
Theorem4.1. Let n  7 andβ  3. Then the treeswith the firstminimal and the secondminimal energies
in B(n, β) are Fn,β and Bn,β .
5. Minimal energies of trees with given independence number
An independent set is a vertex subset in which no pair of vertices are adjacent. The independence
number of a graphG, denotedbyα(G), is themaximumcardinality of independent sets ofG. LetC(n, α)
be the set of trees of order n and with given domination number α. In this section, we show that the
trees in C(n, α) with the first minimal and the second minimal energies are Fn,n−α and Bn,n−α (see
Fig. 1, k = n− α) by applying the results in Section 4. We first quote the following well known result.
Lemma 5.1 [1]. Let G be a bipartite graph of order n. Then α(G) + β(G) = n.
When α(T) = n − 1, we have T = Sn−1. Then we assume that α  n − 2.
According to Corollary 4.1, Theorem 4.1, we can have:
Corollary 5.1. Let n  6 and α = n − 2. Then the trees with the first minimal and the second minimal
energies in C(n, n − 2) are P2(1, n − 3) and P2(2, n − 4).
Theorem 5.1. Let n  7 and α  n − 3. Then the trees with the first minimal and the second minimal
energies in C(n, α) are Fn,n−α and Bn,n−α .
By Theorems 1.1 and 5.1, we can have:
Corollary 5.2. For any tree T ∈ C(n, α), we have
E(T)  2(n − α) − 4 + 2
√
α + 1 + 2√2α − n + 1.
Equality holds if and only if T = Fn,n−α .
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